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This paper considers general second kind integral equations of the form
f s y k s, t f t dt s c sŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H
R
Ž .in operator form f y K f s c , where the functions k and c are assumedk
known, with c g Y, the space of bounded continuous functions on R, and k such
Ž . Ž .that the mapping s “ k s, ? , from R to L R , is bounded and continuous. The1
function f g Y is the solution to be determined. Conditions on a set W ;
Ž Ž ..BC R, L R are obtained such that a generalised Fredholm alternative holds: If1
W satisfies these conditions and I y K is injective for all k g W then I y K isk k
Ž .y1also surjective for all k g W and, moreover, the inverse operators I y K on Yk
are uniformly bounded for k g W. The approximation of the kernel in the integral
Ž .equation by a sequence k converging in a weak sense to k is also considered andn
results on stability and convergence are obtained. These general theorems are used
Ž . Ž . Ž .to establish results for two special classes of kernels: k s, t s k s y t z t and
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.R . Kernels of both classes arise in problems of time harmonic wave scattering by
unbounded surfaces. The general integral equation results are here applied to
prove the existence of a solution for a boundary integral equation formulation of
scattering by an infinite rough surface and to consider the stability and conver-
gence of approximation of the rough surface problem by a sequence of diffraction
grating problems of increasingly large period. Q 2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
We consider in this paper general integral equations of the form
f s y k s, t f t dt s c s , s g R, 1.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H
R
2 Ž .where the functions k: R “ C and c g Y [ BC R , the space of bounded
continuous functions on R, are assumed known, and f g Y is the solution
to be determined. Define the integral operator K with kernel k: R2 “ Ck
by
K c s s k s, t c t dt , s g R. 1.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Hk
R
Ž .Then 1.1 can be abbreviated in operator notation as
I y K f s c , 1.3Ž . Ž .k
Ž . Žwhere I denotes the identity operator on Y. Let X [ L R . Then see,‘
w x. Ž . Ž .e.g., 15 , K : X “ X and is bounded iff k is measurable, k s, ? g L Rk 1
for almost all s g R, and
< 5 < 5k [ ess sup k s, ? - ‘. 1.4Ž . Ž .1sg R
Ž . Ž .Clearly, K : X “ Y and is bounded iff, in addition, k s, ? g L R for allk 1
Ž .s g R, and K c g C R for every c g X, in which case it holds also thatk
< 5 < 5k s sup k s, ? .Ž . 1
sgR
5 5 < 5 < 5If K : X “ Y and is bounded, then K s k .k k
Ž .In the case that k is measurable and 1.4 holds it is convenient to
2 Ž . Ž Ž ..identify k: R “ C with the mapping s “ k s, ? in Z [ L R, L R ,‘ 1
< 5 < 5which is measurable and essentially bounded with norm k . Let K
denote the set of those functions k g Z having the property that K c gk
Ž . Ž .C R for every c g X, where K is the integral operator 1.2 . It is easy tok
< 5 < 5see that Z is a Banach space with the norm ? and that K is a closed
subspace of Z. Further, K : X “ Y and is bounded iff k g K.k
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Ž Ž ..Note that certainly BC R, L R ; K; i.e., k g K if k g Z and if,1
additionally, for all s g R,
X Xk s, ? y k s , ? “ 0 as s “ s. 1.5Ž . Ž . Ž .1
ŽNot much is known about the solvability in Y or in other function
. Ž .spaces of general integral equations of the form 1.1 , even when the
Ž .kernel k g Z satisfies 1.5 . If k satisfies sufficient additional conditions so
w xthat K is compact, for example, 2k
k s, t dt “ 0 as s “ ‘, 1.6Ž . Ž .H
R
then I y K is Fredholm of index zero on Y so thatk
y1I y K injective « I y K surjective, I y K g B Y , 1.7Ž . Ž . Ž .k k k
Ž .where B Y denotes the Banach space of bounded linear operators on Y.
Thus existence of a solution can be deduced from uniqueness. Recently,
w x Ž .Chandler-Wilde 6 showed more generally that 1.7 is satisfied provided
Ž .k g Z satisfies 1.5 and the additional condition
sup k s, t dt “ 0 as a “ ‘. 1.8Ž . Ž .H
w xR_ ya , asgR
Ž . Ž .Conditions 1.5 and 1.8 are satisfied by k g Z if K is compact, but arek
Ž w x.also satisfied by a class of non-compact K see 6 . Another class ofk
Ž .non-compact operators K satisfying 1.7 are those for which k g Zk
Ž .satisfies 1.5 and is periodic with the same period in both variables; i.e.,
Ž . Ž . Ž wfor some a g R, a / 0, k s q a, t q a s k s, t , s, t g R see 2, Theorem
x.2.10 .
w x Ž . Ž .Atkinson 3 considered the approximation of 1.1 or 1.3 by
I y K f s c , 1.9Ž . Ž .a a
where K denotes the ‘‘finite section’’ version of K , defined bya k
a
K f s s k s, t f t dt , s g R. 1.10Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ha
ya
ŽIn fact Atkinson’s results are for integral equations on the half-line, but
.his arguments apply equally to the whole real line case. One of Atkinson’s
w xresults, as refined later by Anselone and Sloan 2 , is that
y1I y K injective, I y K exists and is uniformlyŽ .k a 1.11Ž .
bounded for all sufficiently large a « I y K surjective.k
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Ž .This result, which holds for all k g Z satisfying 1.5 , may be thought of as
Ž .a partial generalisation of 1.7 .
Ž .The difficulty in applying 1.1 to establish the existence of a solution of
Ž . Ž .y11.1 is in showing that I y K exists and is uniformly bounded for alla
sufficiently large a. This was achieved for the case when K is a convolu-k
Ž Ž . Ž . Ž ..tion operator on the real line k s, t s k s y t , s, t g R, with k g L R ,1
Ž Ž . Ž .and for the Wiener]Hopf case k s, t s k s y t , s g R, t ) 0, s 0,
. w x w xotherwise , in Anselone and Sloan 2 . In 6 it is shown that if this stability
result for the finite section method holds for a particular kernel k then it
Ž .holds for a perturbed kernel k q h, provided that h g Z satisfies 1.5 and
Ž . Ž .1.8 , and the perturbed integral equation 1.1 , with k replaced by k q h,
has at most one solution.
w x w xBoth Atkinson’s 3 and Anselone and Sloan’s 2 arguments use the fact
that, while K is in general not compact in the norm topology on Y, ifk
Ž .k g Z and satisfies 1.5 then K has sequential compactness properties ink
Ž w x.a weaker topology the strict topology of Buck 4 . Their arguments
w xgeneralise ones in collectively compact operator theory 1 . The crucial
property of the convolution operator on the real line used by Anselone
Žand Sloan is that it is translation invariant i.e., it commutes with the
.operation of translation along the real line .
w xA substantial generalisation of the arguments of Anselone and Sloan 2
w x Ž .is obtained in Chandler-Wilde 5 in which the integral Eq. 1.1 is studied
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .with k s, t s k s y t z t , with k g L R , z g X. Denoting the integral1
w xoperator K in this case by K , the key idea in 5 is not to consider ak z
single operator K , which on its own has insufficient properties, but toz
 4consider a whole family of operators S s K ‹ z g W , where W ; X isz
chosen to be translation invariant and sequentially compact in the weak
star topology on X, so that S is translation invariant and collectively
compact with respect to sequential compactness in the strict topology. In
 4particular, for the case W s z g X ‹ ess range z ; Q , with Q compact
Ž . w xand convex, the following replacement for 1.7 is obtained 5 :
I y K injective for all z g W « I y K surjectivez z 1.12Ž .y1for all z g W and I y K uniformly bounded in z .Ž .z
Ž . wThe result 1.12 is generalised to multidimensional cases in 12, Theorem
x2.8 .
Ž .The main results of the present paper are generalisations of 1.12 to
kernels k of much more general type. For a g R, define the translation
operator T : X “ X bya
T c s s c s y a , s g R,Ž . Ž .a
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Ž . and consider, similarly to 1.12 , a family of operators S s K ‹ k g W ;k
4K . It will be shown in Section 2, Theorems 2.9 and 2.10, that if W ; K is
appropriately chosen, in particular so that it has the translation invariance
 4  4property that T K : k g S s K T : k g S and a property of sequentiala k k a
collective compactness with respect to the strict topology, then
I y K injective ;k g W « I y K surjectivek k 1.13Ž .y1
;k g W and sup I y K - ‘.Ž .k g W k
In Section 2 questions of stability and convergence of operator approxi-
w xmations are also studied, generalising the studies of Atkinson 3 and
w xAnselone and Sloan 2 of the approximation of K by the finite sectionk
Ž . Ž .operator K , defined by 1.10 . A weak topology the s topology on K isa
introduced in which convergence k “s k is characterised by Lemma 2.2n
below. Theorems 2.6 and 2.8 give criteria for the stability and convergence
Ž .in a certain sense of the approximation of k by k in Eq. 1.1 , i.e., criterian
Ž .y1 Ž .which ensure that I y K g B Y and is uniformly bounded fork n
Ž .y1 s Ž .y1 Ž .sufficiently large n, and that I y K c “ I y K c . Lemma 2.4 ik kn
shows that these results apply in particular to the stability and convergence
Ž . Ž .of the finite section approximation 1.10 , and 1.11 then follows as a
corollary of Theorem 2.8.
In Section 3 the power of these general results is illustrated by applying
Ž .them to study the integral Eq. 1.1 when the kernel is of the form
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Žk s, t s k s y t z t with k g L R , z g X or of the form k s, t s k s1
. Ž . Ž . ŽŽ  4 . Ž .y t l s y t, t , with k g L R , l g BC R_ 0 = R . In the case k s, t1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Žs k s y t z t with k g L R and z g X, our result Theorem 3.3 in1
. w x ŽSection 3 recovers a result previously obtained by Chandler-Wilde 7 and
w x.see 12 .
In Section 4 a boundary integral equation formulation of a problem of
time harmonic scattering by an unbounded rough surface is considered, in
 Ž .which the Helmholtz equation is to be solved in D [ x s x , x ‹ x )1 2 2
Ž .4f x with a Dirichlet boundary condition on G [ › D, and it is assumed1
that f and f X are bounded and uniformly Lipschitz continuous. The
integral equation can be written as an integral equation on the real line of
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .the form 1.1 with kernel of the form k s, t s k s y t l s y t, t studied
in Section 3.2. The results of Section 3.2 are used to show that the integral
equation formulation is well posed, simplifying the previous existence
w xproof in 11 . An interesting mathematical and practical question is to
consider the relationship between the solution of the boundary integral
equation and scattering problem in the general case and their solution in
the case when f and the Dirichlet data are periodic, in which case the
integral equation problem can be reduced to one on a single period.
Specifically, as a method of practical computation, it has been common in
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Ž w x.the engineering literature e.g., 16, 17 to approximate the rough surface
scattering problem by replacing f by a periodic function f , which coin-a
w xcides with f on some large interval ya, a , so that G is approximated by a
diffraction grating. In Section 4, applying the results of Section 3.2, it is
shown for the first time that this procedure is stable and convergent in the
limit a “ ‘.
For further applications of the results of Section 2 and 3 to the
boundary integral equation formulation of problems of scattering by
w x Ž .infinite rough surfaces see 11, 20 . Results on the solvability of 1.1 in the
 Ž < < p. < Ž . < 4weighted space f g Y ‹ sup 1 q s f s - ‘ , for p G 0, can besg R
w xobtained by combining the results of Section 2 with those of 9 .
2. THE MAIN RESULTS
5 5 5 5For f g X we denote by f the essential supremum norm, f [
< Ž . < Ž .ess sup f s . For a sequence f ; X and f g X we write f “ f ifsg R n n
5 5f y f “ 0 as n “ ‘. In the closed subspace Y ; X we shall also ben
w xinterested in convergence in the strict topology on Y of Buck 4 . For
Ž . Ž . sf ; Y, f g Y, we say that f con¤erges strictly to f and write f “ fn n n
Ž . w xif f converges to f in this topology. Buck 4 shows thatn
s
f “ f m f is bounded and f s “ f sŽ . Ž . Ž .n n n 2.1Ž .
uniformly on every compact subset of R.
It is easy to see that
s
5 5 5 5f “ f « f F sup f . 2.2Ž .n n
n
Besides the norm topology on the closed subspace K ; Z induced by the
< 5 < 5norm ? we need also a weaker topology on K, which can be defined
Ž w x.similarly to the construction of the strict topology of Buck on Y see 4 .
Ž .  Ž . Ž . 4 Ž .For f g C R [ f g C R ‹ f s “ 0 as s “ ‘ and c g L R define0 ‘
5 5the semi-norm ? on K byf, c
5 5k [ sup f s k s, t c t dt . 2.3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .f , c H
RsgR
Let s denote the locally convex, Haussdorf topology on K induced by the
5 5 Ž . Ž .4family of semi-norms ? ‹ f g C R , c g L R .f, c 0 ‘
LEMMA 2.1. S ; K is bounded in the norm topology iff it is bounded in
the s topology.
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Proof. Clearly we have only to show that S bounded in the s topology
implies S bounded in the norm topology.
Suppose S is bounded in the s topology but not in the norm topology.
Ž .Then there exists a sequence k ; S withn
5 5sup k - ‘, f g C R , c g L R ,Ž . Ž .f , cn 0 ‘
ngN
< 5 < 5 Ž .but k “ ‘ as n “ ‘. Thus, there exists s ; R such thatn n
k s , t dt “ ‘.Ž .H n n
R
Ž .Now choose f g C R such that0
f s k s , t dt “ ‘, as n “ ‘,Ž . Ž .Hn n n
R
Ž .and, for n g N, define the linear functional f : L R “ C byn ‘
f c s f s k s , t c t dt.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Hn n n n
R
Then
sup f c s f s k s , t dt “ ‘ 2.4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Hn n n n
RŽ .cgL R‘
Ž .as n “ ‘. But also, for every c g L R ,‘
5 5sup f c F sup k - ‘Ž . f , cn n
ngN ngN
Ž .so that, by the uniform boundedness theorem, f is uniformly bounded,n
Ž .contradicting 2.4 .
s Ž . Ž .Let us write k “ k if k ; K, k g K, and the sequence kn n n
converges to k in the s topology. Then the following result follows easily
from Lemma 2.1.
s < 5 < 5LEMMA 2.2. k “ k iff sup k - ‘ and, for all c g X,n ng N n
k s, t c t dt “ k s, t c t dt ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H Hn
R R
uniformly on e¤ery compact subset of R.
A subset W ; K will be said to be s-sequentially compact if each
sequence in W has a s-convergent subsequence with limit in W.
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We will need the following property of integral operators K withk
Ž Ž ..kernels k g BC R, L R ; K, which is a corollary of the Arzela]Ascoli1
theorem. This lemma can be viewed as characterising classes of operators
W ; K which are collectively compact with respect to sequential compact-
ness in the strict topology on Y.
LEMMA 2.3. Suppose that W ; K is bounded and that, for all s g R,
X Xsup k s, t y k s , t dt “ 0, as s “ s. 2.5Ž . Ž . Ž .H
RkgW
Ž . Ž . Ž .Then, if f ; X is bounded and k ; W, it follows that K f has an n k nn
strictly con¤ergent subsequence.
Ž .Proof. Using the Arzela]Ascoli theorem, 2.1 , and a diagonal argu-
Ž .ment, it is easy to see that it is sufficient to show that K f is boundedk nn
5 5and equicontinuous, i.e., that sup K f - ‘ and that, for all s g R,n k nn
Ž X. Ž . X Ž w x.K f s “ K f s as s “ s, uniformly in n cf. 2 . But this followsk n k nn n
Ž . Ž . Ž .easily from 2.5 and the fact that k and f are bounded.n n
The second crucial ingredient in our arguments is the following continu-
Ž . Ž . w xity result which can be seen as a generalisation of 3.12 and 5.10 in 2 .
Ž .LEMMA 2.4. i If k g K then
s s
f “ f « K f “ K f .n n n k
Ž . Ž . sii Let k ; K, k g K. If k “ k, thenn n
s s
f “ f « K f “ K f .n k n kn
To prove this lemma we need the following result which is a corollary of
Ž .the Dunford]Pettis theorem on weak convergence of sequences in L R1
Ž w x.see Edwards 14, Theorem 4.21.2 .
Ž . Ž . Ž . wLEMMA 2.5. If c ; L R , c g L R , c “ c , thenn 1 1 n
sup c t dt “ 0 as A “ ‘.Ž .H n
w xR_ yA , An
Ž . Ž .Proof of Lemma 2.4. Statement i is the special case of ii when
Ž . Ž . Ž .k s k. We now prove ii . Clearly if k ; K then by 2.1 and Lemman n
2.2,
s
f “ f « f bounded « K f bounded.Ž . Ž .n n k nn
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We need only show now that
s
f “ f « K f s “ K f s ,Ž . Ž .n k n kn
uniformly on every compact subset I ; R.
By the triangle inequality we have
sup K f s y K f sŽ . Ž .k n kn
sgI
s sup k s, t f t y k s, t f t dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H n n
RsgI
F sup k s, t y k s, t f t dtŽ . Ž . Ž .H n
RsgI
q sup k s, t f t y f t dt \ I q J .Ž . Ž . Ž .H n n n n
RsgI
By Lemma 2.2, I “ 0 as n “ ‘. To complete the proof we need to shown
that J “ 0 as n “ ‘.n
Now, for A ) 0,
J F sup k s, t f t y f t dtŽ . Ž . Ž .Hn n n
w xR_ yA , AsgI
Ž1. Ž2.q sup k s, t f t y f t dt \ J q J . 2.6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H n n n n
w xyA , AsgI
But clearly, for every A ) 0,
Ž2. < 5 < 5J F sup k sup f t y f t “ 0Ž . Ž .n n n
n w xtg yA , A
Ž . < 5 < 5as n “ ‘ by 2.1 and since sup k - ‘. Further,n n
Ž1. 5 5 5 5J F sup f q f sup k s, t dt. 2.7Ž . Ž .Hn n nž / w xR_ yA , An sgI
We now make use of Lemma 2.5 to prove that, for some sufficiently large
N g N,
sup sup k s, t dt “ 0 2.8Ž . Ž .H n
w xR_ yA , AnGN sgI
as A “ ‘, which implies that J Ž1. “ 0 as A “ ‘, uniformly in n withn
n G N, and hence that J “ 0 as n “ ‘.n
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Ž .If 2.8 were not true, then there would exist e ) 0, s g I, n g N,0 m m
and A ) 0, with A “ ‘ and n “ ‘ as m “ ‘, such that, for m sm m m
1, 2, . . . ,
l t dt G e ) 0, 2.9Ž . Ž .H m 0
w xR_ yA , Am m
Ž . Ž .where l [ k s , ? g L R . Without loss of generality, we may assumem n m 1m
that s “ s g I as m “ ‘. We will complete the proof by showing thatm 0
w Ž . Ž .l “ l [ k s , ? g L R , which, in view of Lemma 2.5, contradictsm 0 1
Ž .2.9 .
Since k “s k, then, for each c g X,nm
k s, t c t dt “ k s, t c t dt ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H Hnm
R R
uniformly for s g I; that is, for any e ) 0, there is an m ) 0 independent0
of s such that for all m G m and all s g I,0
k s, t c t dt y k s, t c t dt - e . 2.10Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H Hnm
R R
Ž .On the other hand, since k g K, then K c g C R so that there is ank
m ) 0 such that, for all m G m ,1 1
k s , t c t dt y k s , t c t dt - e ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H Hm 0
R R
Ž . Žwhich, together with 2.10 with s s s , implies that for all m G max m ,m 0
.m ,1
l t c t dt y l t c t dt - 2e . 2.11Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H Hm
R R
Ž .Since e ) 0 is arbitrary, 2.11 means that
l t c t dt “ l t c t dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H Hm
R R
for each c g X and further, on noting that X can be identified with
X wŽ Ž .. Ž . Ž .L R , the dual space of L R , that l “ l in L R .1 1 m 1
˜For a g R, define the translation operator T : Z “ Z bya
T˜ k s, t s k s y a, t y a , s, t g R.Ž . Ž .a
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Ž w x.Then we can prove our first main result. In this theorem cf. 12, 19 we
= Ž .use the notation W [ W = W = ??? to denote the set of sequences k1 2 n
such that k g W , k g W , . . . .1 1 2 2
THEOREM 2.6. Suppose that W and W , n g N, are subsets of K andn
satisfy that
Ž . < Ž . Ž X . < Xi sup H k s, t y k s , t dt “ 0 as s “ s, for all s g R.k g W , ng N Rn
Ž .ii For some a g R with a / 0 and e¤ery n g N, it holds that
˜ Ž .T W s W .a n n
Ž . Ž . = Ž .iii E¤ery sequence k g W has a subsequence k such thatn nm
k “s k g W.nm
Ž .iv I y K is injecti¤e for e¤ery k g W.k
Then, for some N g N and all n G N and k g W , I y K is injecti¤e so thatn k
Ž .y1 Ž .Ž .I y K exists as an operator on the range space I y K Y . Moreo¤erk k
y1sup I y K - ‘.Ž .k
kgW , nGNn
˜Ž . Ž .Proof. Note first that if ii holds then in fact T W s W for allja n n
j g Z and n g N.
Ž . =Suppose now that the conclusions are false. Then there exist k g Wn
Ž . 5 5and f ; Y with f s 1 for each n such that f y K f “ 0. Sincen n n k nn
5 5 Ž . < Ž . <f s 1 we can find a sequence a ; aZ such that sup c s Gn n 0 F sF a n
1r2 for all n, where c s T f . Nown a nn
T K f s T K T c s K c˜a k n a k ya n k nn n n n n n
˜ ˜where k [ T k g W . Thusn a n nn
c y K c “ 0. 2.12Ž .˜n k nn
˜Ž . Ž . Ž .By Lemma 2.3 and iii we may choose subsequences k and c suchn nm m
˜ s ˜ s Ž .that k “ k g W and K c “ c g Y. It follows from 2.12 that˜n k nm n mm
s Ž . sc “ c , and then, from Lemma 2.4 ii , that K c “ K c . Thus˜ ˜n k n km n mm
< Ž . < 5 5c s K c . But, since sup c s G 1r2, it follows that c G 1r2,k˜ 0 F sF a n
and since I y K is injective, we have a contradiction.k˜
Ž w x.The next two results cf. 2, 12, 19 will be used to establish conditions,
additional to those in Theorem 2.6, which will ensure also that I y K isk
Ž .y1 Ž .surjective so that I y K g B Y for each k g W.k
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 2.7. Let k ; K, k g K, f ; Y, f g Y. Suppose that kn n n
s s < Ž X .“ k and f “ f, that I y K is injecti¤e, that sup H k s , t yn k n R n
Ž . < X Ž .k s, t dt “ 0 as s “ s for all s g R, and that c ; Y is bounded andn n
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Ž .Ž .satisfies c s f q K c for each n. Then f g I y K Y , so that c [n n k n kn
Ž .y1 sI y K f exists and c “ c .k n
Ž . Ž .Proof. Since k and c are bounded, by Lemma 2.3 there aren n
Ž . Ž . ssubsequences f and K c such that f q K c “ c g Y.n k n n k nm n m m n mm m
s Ž . sThus c “ c and, by Lemma 2.4 ii , K c “ K c . Thus c s f qn k n km n mm
Ž .Ž . Ž .y1K c , so that f g I y K Y and c s I y K f.k k k
Ž .By the same argument we can show that every subsequence of c has an
ssubsequence converging strictly to c . Thus c “ c .n
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 2.8. Let k ; K, k g K, f ; Y, f g Y. Suppose thatn n
s s < Ž X .k “ k and f “ f, that I y K is injecti¤e, that sup H k s , t yn n k n R n
Ž . < X Ž .y1 Ž .k s, t dt “ 0 as s “ s for all s g R, and that I y K g B Y forn k n
5Ž .y1 5 Ž .y1 Ž . 5Žeach n, with C [ sup I y K - ‘. Then I y K g B Y , I yn k kn
.y1 5 Ž .y1 s Ž .y1K F C, and I y K f “ I y K f.k k n kn
Ž .y1Proof. Since I y K is injective, I y K exists as an operator onk k
Ž .Ž .I y K Y .k
Ž . Ž .y1 Ž .Define the sequence c ; Y by c [ I y K f . Then c isn n k n nn
Ž .Ž .bounded and c s f q K c , so that, by Lemma 2.7, f g I y K Yn n k n kn
s Ž .y1 Ž .y1and c “ c [ I y K f. Thus I y K is surjective and I y K fn k k k nn
s Ž .y1 Ž .“ I y K f. From this and 2.2 it follows, by taking f s f for all n,k n
y15Ž . 5that I y K F C.k
The following result now follows straightforwardly from Theorems 2.6
and 2.8.
THEOREM 2.9. Suppose that the conditions of Theorem 2.6 are satisfied
Ž . =and that, in addition, for e¤ery k g W, there exists k g W such thatn
k “s k and, for each n,n
I y K injecti¤e « I y K surjecti¤e.k kn n
Ž .y1 Ž .Then I y K is surjecti¤e for each k g W so that I y K g B Y and,k k
for all sufficiently large N,
y1 y1sup I y K F sup I y K - ‘.Ž . Ž .k k
kgW kgW , nGNn
The following result is the special case of Theorem 2.9 when we take
W s W for n g N.n
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THEOREM 2.10. Suppose that W ; K is s-sequentially compact and
Ž . Ž .satisfies 2.5 , that T W s W for some a g R, a / 0, and that I y K isa k
Ž .y1injecti¤e for all k g W. Then I y K exists as an operator on the rangek
Ž .Ž .space I y K Y for all k g W andk
y1sup I y K - ‘.Ž .k
kgW
Ž . sIf also, for e¤ery k g W, there exists a sequence k ; W such that k “ kn n
and, for each n,
I y K injecti¤e « I y K surjecti¤e, 2.13Ž .k kn n
Ž .y1 Ž .then also I y K is surjecti¤e for each k g W so that I y K g B Y .k k
3. SPECIAL CLASSES OF INTEGRAL EQUATIONS
To illustrate the above theory we apply it in this section to integral
Ž . Ž . Žequations of the form 1.1 with two special classes of kernel: k s, t s k s
. Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .y t z t and k s, t s k s y t l s y t, t , where k g L R , z g X, and1
˜ 2 ˜ 2Ž . Ž  4.l g BC R , where R [ R_ 0 = R. We assume throughout this sec-
Ž .tion that k g L R .1
Ž . Ž . Ž .3.1. The case k s, t s k s y t z t with z g X
Let K denote the convolution operator defined by
Kc s s k s y t c t dt , s g R. 3.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H
R
Ž .Then K is a bounded operator from X to Y since k g L R . Denote the1
Ž .integral operator K : X “ Y by K c s K zc , c g X. Let k denote thez z z
kernel of K ; i.e.,z
k s, t [ k s y t z t , s, t g R.Ž . Ž . Ž .z
Since K : X “ Y and is bounded, k g K. We will apply Theorem 2.10 toz z
the operator I y K to obtain results relating to the solvability of thez
integral equation
f s y k s y t z t f t dt s c s , s g R,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H
R
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Ž .which is 1.1 with k s k . To apply Theorem 2.10 we make use of thez
following results, the first of which states that s-convergence of k isznU Ž Ž ..Ximplied by weak convergence in X s L R of z .1 n
Ž . wU sLEMMA 3.1. If z ; X, z g X, and z “ z, then k “ k .n n z zn
wU Ž . < 5 < 5Proof. If z “ z then z is bounded so that, since k Fn n zn
5 5 5 5 Ž . wUk z , k is bounded. Further, if c g X then z c “ zc and so,1 ‘n z nn
w x Ž . s Ž .by Corollary 2.3 in 12 , K c s K z c “ K zc s K c . Thus, applyingz n zn
sLemma 2.2, k “ k .z zn
 4LEMMA 3.2. Let V ; X and W [ k ‹ z g V .z
Ž . Ž .i If V is bounded then 2.5 holds.
Ž . Uii If V is weak sequentially compact then W is s-sequentially com-
pact.
Ž . X XProof. i This follows since, if z g X, and s, s g R, h s s y s , then
X 5 5k s, t y k s , t dt F z k t q h y k t dt “ 0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H ‘Hz z
R R
as h “ 0.
Ž .ii This is a corollary of Lemma 3.1.
Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 provide criteria which enable one to check whether
the conditions of Theorems 2.6, 2.8, 2.9, and 2.10 are satisfied. For
example, combining Lemma 3.2 and Theorem 2.10 and noting also that
˜ Ž . w xT k s k , we obtain the following result obtained previously in 7, 12 .a z T za
THEOREM 3.3. Suppose that V ; X is weakU sequentially compact, that
Ž .T V s V for some a g R, a / 0, and that I y K is injecti¤e for all z g V.a z
Ž .y1 Ž .Ž .Then I y K exists as an operator on the range space I y K Y , forz z
all z g V, and
y1sup I y K - ‘.Ž .z
zgV
Ž . wUIf also, for e¤ery z g V, there exists a sequence z ; V such that z “ zn n
and, for each n,
I y K injecti¤e « I y K surjecti¤e,z zn n
Ž .y1 Ž .then also I y K is surjecti¤e for each z g V so that I y K g B Y .z z
w xTheorem 3.3 was applied in 7 to establish an existence and stability
result for the boundary integral equation formulation of an impedance
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boundary value problem for the Helmholtz equation in a half-plane,
modelling outdoor noise propagation over an acoustically inhomogeneous
terrain.
˜ 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .3.2. The case k s, t s k s y t l s y t, t with l g BC R
Integral equation methods for problems of wave scattering from infinite
rough surfaces often lead to boundary integral equations of the following
˜ 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .form: given l g BC R , k g L R , and c g BC R , find f g BC R1
such that
f s y k s y t l s y t , t f t dt s c s , s g R. 3.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H
R
Ž w x .See Section 4 or 11, 19, 20 . Defining the integral operator K : X “ Yl
by
K f s s k s y t l s y t , t f t dt , s g R, 3.3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Hl
R
we can write the above integral equation as
I y K f s c . 3.4Ž . Ž .l
Ž . Ž .This integral equation is of the form 1.1 with k s k g K, where k s, tl l
Ž . Ž .[ k s y t l s y t, t .
˜ 2 2Ž . Ž .On the function space BC R ; L R we introduce the following‘
notion of convergence, similar to convergence in the strict topology on Y
˜ 2 ˜ 2Ž . Ž . Ž .already introduced in Section 2: for l ; BC R , l g BC R we sayn
s˜ 25 5that l is s-con¤ergent to l and write l “ l if sup l - ‘ and˜ L ŽR .n n n n ‘
Ž . Ž . Ž  4.l s “ l s uniformly on every compact subset of R_ 0 = R, wheren
5 5 2 < Ž . <2l [ ess sup l s .L ŽR . sg R‘
Ž .The following result relates s-convergence of l to s-convergence of˜ n
Ž .k .ln
2 2 s˜ s˜ ˜Ž . Ž . Ž .LEMMA 3.4. If l ; BC R , l g BC R , and l “ l, then k “n n ln
k .l
s˜ Ž . < 5 < 5Proof. If l “ l then l is bounded so that, since k Fn n ln
5 5 5 5 2 Ž .k l , k is bounded. Further, if c g X, I is a compact subset1 L ŽR .n l‘ n
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w x w xof R, s g I, and S [ y1re , 1re _ ye , e , thene
K c s y K c sŽ . Ž .l ln
5 5F c l s y t , t y l s, t , t k s y t dtŽ . Ž . Ž .‘H n
R
5 5s c q l u , s y u y l u , s y u k u duŽ . Ž . Ž .‘ H H n½ 5
S R_ Se e
5 5 5 5F c sup l u , s y u y l u , s y u kŽ . Ž .‘ 1n½
ugS , sgIe
25 5q sup l y l k u du .Ž .L ŽR .Hn ‘ 5
R_ Sn e
s˜Ž .For fixed e g 0, 1 the first term tends to zero as n “ ‘, since l “ l.n
Ž . sThe second term tends to zero as e “ 0 since k g L R . Thus K “ K c1 l ln
sso that, by Lemma 2.2, k “ k .l ln
˜ 2Ž .We will say that L ; BC R is s-sequentially compact if every se-˜
s˜Ž . Ž .quence l ; L has a subsequence l such that l “ l g L. Then n nm m
importance of this notion for our purposes lies in the following result.
˜ 2Ž .  4LEMMA 3.5. Let L ; BC R and W [ k ‹ l g L . If L is s-sequen-˜l
Ž .tially compact then W is s-sequentially compact and 2.5 holds.
Proof. That W is s-sequentially compact follows from Lemma 3.4.
Ž . Ž .Suppose that 2.5 does not hold. Then, for some s g R, e ) 0, s ; Rn
Ž .with s “ s, and l ; L,n n
k s, t y k s , t dt G e . 3.5Ž . Ž . Ž .H l l nn n
R
Without loss of generality, since L is s-sequentially compact, we can˜
s˜assume also that l “ l g L. It follows from the argument in the proofn
of Lemma 3.4 that
k s, t y k s, t q k s , t y k s , t dt “ 0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .½ 5H l l l n l nn n
R
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as n “ ‘. Further, arguing similarly as in that proof, we have that
k s, t y k s , t dtŽ . Ž .H l l n
R
s k u l u , s y u y l u q s y s, s y uŽ . Ž . Ž .H n
R
q k u y k u q s y s l u q s y s, s y u duŽ . Ž . Ž .n n
25 5F l k u q s y s y k u du q 2 k u duŽ . Ž . Ž .L ŽR . H Hn‘
R R_ Se
5 5q sup l u , s y u y l u q s y s, s y u kŽ . Ž . 1n
ugSe
Ž . w x w xfor every e g 0, 1 , where S [ y1re , 1re _ ye , e , from which it fol-e
lows that
k s, t y k s , t dt “ 0Ž . Ž .H l l n
R
Ž .as n “ ‘, so that 3.5 is contradicted.
For a g R define the transition operator T Ž2. bya
Ž2.  4T c s, t s c s, t y a , s g R_ 0 , t g R.Ž . Ž .a
Then we have the following results, obtained by more direct arguments in
w x19 , which follow from Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5 and Theorems 2.8 and 2.10,
˜ Ž2.noting also that T k s k .a l T la
˜ 2 ˜ 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .THEOREM 3.6. Let l ; BC R , l g BC R , f ; Y, f g Y. Sup-n n
s˜ s Žpose that l “ l and f “ f, that I y K is injecti¤e, and that I yn n l
.y1 Ž . 5Ž .y1 5 ŽK g B Y for each n, with C [ sup I y K - ‘. Then I yl n ln n
.y1 Ž . 5Ž .y1 5 Ž .y1 s Ž .y1K g B Y , I y K F C, and I y K f “ I y K f.l l l n ln
˜ 2Ž .THEOREM 3.7. Assume that L ; BC R is s-sequentially compact and˜
Ž2.Ž .satisfies that T L s L for some a g R with a / 0 and that I y K isa l
Ž .y1injecti¤e for all l g L. Then I y K exists as an operator on the rangel
Ž .Ž .space I y K Y for all l g L andl
y1sup I y K - ‘.Ž .l
lgL
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s˜Ž .If also, for e¤ery l g L, there exists a sequence l ; L such that l “ ln n
and, for each n,
I y K injecti¤e « I y K surjecti¤e, 3.6Ž .l ln n
Ž .y1 Ž .then also I y K is surjecti¤e for each l g L so that I y K g B Y .l l
In the next section Theorem 3.7 will be applied to establish the existence
of a solution for a boundary integral equation formulation of a rough
surface scattering problem. Theorem 3.6 will be used to study approxima-
Ž .tion of a general rough surface by a periodic surface a diffraction grating .
4. AN APPLICATION TO ROUGH SURFACE SCATTERING
1, 1Ž . 1, 1Ž .  1Ž . 5 5 1, 1Let C R denote the Holder space C R [ f g C R ‹ f¨ C ŽR.
5 5 5 X 5 < XŽ . XŽ . < < < 4[ f q f q sup f s y f t r s y t - ‘ . Given f g‘ ‘ s, t g R, s/ t
1, 1Ž . Ž .  Ž . 2C R with f [ inf f x ) 0, define D [ x s x , x g R ‹ xy x g R 1 1 2 21
Ž .4 Ž Ž .. 4) f x , and let G [ x , f x ‹ x g R denote the boundary of D. We1 1 1 1
consider the problem of scattering of a time harmonic wave ui, a solution
of the Helmholtz equation Dui q k 2 ui s 0 in D, incident on the infinite
boundary G. We assume that k ) 0 and restrict our attention to the case
when the total field vanishes on the boundary, so that the scattered field u,
also a solution of the Helmholtz equation in D, satisfies the Dirichlet
boundary condition u s yui on G. In order for the problem to have a
unique solution, the scattered field u is required to satisfy the so-called
w xupward propagating radiation condition proposed in 7, 13 : that, for some
Ž . Ž .h ) f [ sup f x and f g L G ,q x g R 1 ‘ h1
› F x , yŽ .
u x s 2 f y ds y , x g U , 4.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H h› yG 2h
Ž . Ž . Ž1.Ž < <. 2where F x, y [ ir4 H k x y y for x, y g R , x / y is the free space0
Green’s function for D q k 2 and H Ž1. is the Hankel function of the first0
Ž .  2kind of order zero. In Eq. 4.1 and hereafter, for h g R, G [ x g R ‹ xh 2
4  2 4s h and U [ x g R ‹ x ) h .h 2
Ž .Let BC G denote the set of functions bounded and continuous on G, a
5 5 5 5 < Ž . <Banach space under the norm ? defined by f [ sup f x .‘, G f , G x g G
i Ž .Assuming that g [ yu ‹ g BC G , the case for the usual incident fieldsG
of interest including the incident plane wave, the above scattering problem
can be formulated as the following boundary value problem for the
scattered field u.
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2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Problem P . Given g g BC G , determine u g C D l C D such
Ž . 2 Ž .that i u is a solution of the Helmholtz equation Du q k u s 0 in D, ii
Ž . b < Ž . < Ž .u s g on G, iii for some b g R, sup x u x - ‘, and iv u satisfiesx g D 2
Ž .the upward propagating radiation condition 4.1 .
X XŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Let G x, y s F x, y q F x, y q P x y y for x, y g U , x / y,0
Ž . X Ž .where y s y , y , y s y , yy , and1 2 1 2
i k < x <
‘
y1r2 yk < x < te t e 1 q g 1 q itŽ .Ž .
P x [ dt , x g U , 4.2Ž . Ž .H 02p '0 t y 2 i t y i 1 q gŽ .Ž .
‘< < Ž w x. Ž . Ž  4.with g s x r x . Then see 7, 9 , P g C U l C U _ 0 , P satisfies the2 0 0
Helmholtz equation in U and the Sommerfeld radiation and boundedness0
conditions, and
› P xŽ .
 4s yik P x q F x , 0 , x g U _ 0 .Ž . Ž .Ž . 0› x2
Ž .From these properties it follows that G x, y is the Green’s function for
the operator D q k 2 in the upper half-plane U which satisfies the0
impedance boundary condition
› G x , yŽ .
q ikG x , y s 0, x g G , y g U , x / y. 4.3Ž . Ž .0 0› x2
w x Ž .It was proposed in 10 to seek a solution to problem P in the form of
the double layer potential
› G x , yŽ .
u x s c y ds y , x g D , 4.4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H
›n yŽ .G
Ž . Ž .for some c g BC G , where, and subsequently, n y stands for the normal
Ž .vector at y g G pointing out of D. The double-layer potential 4.4 exists
Ž . Ž . < <for all c g BC G in view of the rapid decay of G x, y as x y y “ ‘1 1
Ž . w xwith x , y s O 1 , expressed in the bound 10 .2 2
y3r2< <G x , y , = G x , y F C 1 q x 1 q y x y y ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .y 2 2
x , y g U , x / y , 4.5Ž .0
where the constant C ) 0 depends only on k.
w x Ž .THEOREM 4.1 13, Theorem 4.2 . The double-layer potential 4.4 satisfies
Ž . Ž .Problem P , with b s y1r2, pro¤ided c g BC G satisfies the boundary
integral equation
› G x , yŽ .
c x s 2 c y ds y y 2 g x , x g G. 4.6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H
›n yŽ .G
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˜ Ž .Defining c , g g Y [ BC R by˜
c˜ s [ c s, f s , g s [ g s, f s , s g R 4.7Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .˜
Ž .and parametrising the integral in 4.6 in the obvious way we obtain the
˜following integral equation problem: find c g Y such that
› G x , yŽ . 2X˜ ˜ 'c s y 2 c t 1 q f t dt s y2 g s , s g R,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .˜H
›n yŽ .R
4.8Ž .
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. fwhere x s s, f s , y s t, f t . Define the kernel l by
› G x , yŽ . 2Xf 'l s, t [ 2 1 q f t , s, t g R, s / t , 4.9Ž . Ž . Ž .
›n yŽ .
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. fwith x s s, f s , y s t, f t , and define the integral operator L by
L ff s [ l f s, t f t dt , s g R, f g Y . 4.10Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H
R
Ž .Then the integral Eq. 4.8 can be written in operator form as
f ˜I y L c s y2 g . 4.11Ž . Ž .˜
Ž . Ž .The following uniqueness result for the equivalent integral Eqs. 4.6
Ž . w xand 4.8 has been proved in 11 .
w x Ž .THEOREM 4.2 11, Theorem 5.1 . The integral Eq. 4.8 has at most one
solution in Y.
We now illustrate the use of Theorem 3.7 by applying it to establish the
Ž .existence of a solution to the integral Eq. 4.8 . To this end, given
 1, 1Ž . Ž . 5 5 1, 1 4c , c ) 0, define B [ f g C R ‹ f s G c , s g R, and f F c .C ŽR.1 2 1 2
Then the result we will prove is
THEOREM 4.3. For all f g B the integral operator I y L f: Y “ Y is
Ž .bijecti¤e and so boundedly in¤ertible with
y1fsup I y L - ‘.Ž .
fgB
Ž . Ž .Thus the integral Eqs. 4.8 and 4.6 ha¤e exactly one solution for e¤ery f g B
Ž .and g g BC G , with
˜5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5c s c F C g s C g ,˜‘ , G ‘ ‘ ‘ , G
for some constant C ) 0 depending on both B and k.
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w xThis theorem was proved as 11, Theorem 5.2 , directly using Theorem
2.10. In this section we will give a simpler proof using Theorem 3.7. To
apply Theorem 3.7 we need the following lemmas.
w xLEMMA 4.4 10, Lemma 5.1 . There exists C ) 0 depending only on B and
k such that, for all f g B
fl s, t F Ck s y t , s, t g R, s / t , 4.12Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž < <.y3r2 Ž .where k s [ 1 q s , s g R, so that k g L R .1
f Ž .From this lemma and the observation that l s, t is continuous for
s, t g R, s / t, it follows that
l f s, t s k s y t l f s y t , t , s, t g R, s / t , 4.13Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
f ˜ 2Ž . Ž .with l g B ; R defined implicitly by 4.13 .
w x Ž .LEMMA 4.5 11, Lemma 4.4 . E¤ery sequence f ; B has a subsequencen
Ž . s X s Xf such that f “ f , f “ f , with f g B.n n nm m m
Ž . s X s X f nLEMMA 4.6. If f ; B and f “ f , f “ f , with f g B then ln n n
s˜ f“ l .
f nŽ . f Ž .Proof. It is easy to see that, for s / 0, l s, t “ l s, t as n “ ‘,
Ž  4. 5 f n 5 2uniformly on compact subsets of R_ 0 = R. That sup l - ‘L ŽR .n ‘
follows from Lemma 4.4.
˜ 2Ž . Ž .Proof of Theorem 4.3. With K defined by 3.3 for l g BC R , itl
follows that L f s K f , so that Theorem 4.3 will follow from Theorem 3.7 ifl
 f 4we can show that L [ l ‹ f g B satisfies all the conditions of Theorem
3.7.
That L is s-sequentially compact follows from Lemmas 4.5 and 4.6.˜
Ž . Ž2.Ž .Since T B s B for all a g R, it holds that T L s L for all a g R.a a
That I y K is injective for all l g L follows from Theorem 4.2. Finally,l
let l g L and let f g B be such that l s l f. For each n choose f g Bn
Ž . Ž . < < f nso that f is periodic and f s s f s for s F n. Then l [ l g L andn n n
s X s X s˜f “ f , f “ f so that, by Lemma 4.6, l “ l. Further, T f s f ,n n n a n nn
Ž2. f n f n ˜ f fwhere a ) 0 is the period of f , so that T l s l and T k s k .n nn n a a l ln n
Ž Ž ..fSince also, by Lemma 3.5, k g BC R, L R , it follows from Theoremnl 1
w x Ž .2.10 in 12 that 3.6 holds. Thus L satisfies all the conditions of Theorem
3.7.
Theorem 4.3 bounds c in terms of the Dirichlet boundary data g. The
Ž .solution to Problem P can also be bounded in terms of the data g by
combining Theorems 4.1 and 4.3 with the following bound on the double-
Ž .layer potential 4.4 .
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w x Ž .THEOREM 4.7 10, Lemma 4.1 . For all f g B and c g BC G the
Ž .double-layer potential u, gi¤en by 4.4 , satisfies the bound
1r2 5 5u x F Cx c , x g U, 4.14Ž . Ž .‘ , G2
for some constant C ) 0 depending only on B and k.
Clearly, combining Theorems 4.1, 4.3, and 4.7, we have
Ž .COROLLARY 4.8. Problem P has exactly one solution for e¤ery g g
Ž .BC G . Further,
1r2 5 5u x F Cx g , x g U,Ž . ‘ , G2
Ž .for e¤ery f g B, g g BC G , where the constant C ) 0 depends only on B
and k.
We turn now to applying the results of Section 3 to studying the
Žapproximation of c and u in the case of a general boundary G with f not
.periodic by solutions for cases in which G is approximated by a diffraction
Ž .grating with f periodic . First of all note that, combining Theorem 3.6
with Theorem 4.3 and Lemma 4.6, we obtain, as a corollary, the following
general result of continuous dependence of the solution of the integral Eq.
Ž .4.6 on the boundary G and the boundary data g.
Ž . Ž . s X sTHEOREM 4.9. If f ; B, f g B, g ; Y, g g Y, and f “ f , f “˜n n n n
X s Ž f n.y1 s Ž f .y1f , g “ g, then I y L g “ I y L g.˜ ˜ ˜n n
˜Suppose now that f g B and let c , c , and u denote the unique
Ž . Ž . Ž .solutions of 4.8 , 4.6 , and Problem P , respectively, for boundary data g.
Ž .Let a be a sequence of positive numbers with a “ ‘ as n “ ‘ andn n
Ž . Ž .choose f ; B and a bounded sequence g ; Y such that, for n s˜n n
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . < < Ž .1, 2, . . . , f s s f s and g s s g s , s F a . Let D [ x , x ‹ x )˜ ˜n n n n 1 2 2
˜Ž .4 Ž .f x and G [ › D , and let c , c , and u denote the solutions to 4.8 ,n 1 n n n n n
Ž . Ž .4.6 , and problem P , respectively, with f , g, D, G replaced by f , g , D ,n n n
G , respectively, and note that D coincides with D in the part of the planen n
< <x F a . Then, applying Theorem 4.9, we obtain the following result.1 n
˜ s ˜ Ž . Ž .THEOREM 4.10. As n “ ‘, c “ c and u x “ u x , uniformly onn n
bounded subsets of D.
s ˜ s X˜ s XProof. Clearly g “ g and f “ f , f “ f , so that it follows fromn˜ n n
˜ s ˜ Ž . Ž .Theorem 4.9 that c “ c . To see that also u x “ u x , uniformly onn n
bounded subsets of D, let G ; D be such a subset. For every A )
< < Ž .max x let x g Y be such that 0 F x s F 1, s g R, and such thatx g G 1 A A
Ž . < < < < Ž .x s s 1, s F A, s 0, s G A q 1. Then, from the representation 4.4A
for u in terms of c and the corresponding representation for u in termsn
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of c , we have that, for x g G and sufficiently large n,n
u x y u x s E x q E x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n 1 2
where
› G x , yŽ .
E x [ e y ds y ,Ž . Ž . Ž .H1 1›n yŽ .G
› G x , y › G x , yŽ . Ž .
E x [ e y ds y y e y ds y ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H2 2 3›n y ›n yŽ . Ž .G Gn
and, for s g R,
˜ ˜e s, f s [ c s y c s x s ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž .1 n A
˜e s, f s [ c s 1 y x s ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž .2 A
˜e s, f s [ c s 1 y x s .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .3 n n A
˜ ˜5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 Ž . Ž .Now, since e F c , e F c , and e y s e y s 0,‘, G ‘ ‘, G ‘2 3 n 2 3n
< < Ž . Ž .y F A, it follows, on using the bound 4.5 , that E x “ 0 as1 2
5 5A “ ‘, uniformly in n and x, for x g G. Further, since e s‘, G1
˜ ˜< Ž . Ž . <max c s y c s “ 0 as n “ ‘, it follows from Theorem 4.7 that,< s < F Aq1 n
Ž .for A fixed, E x “ 0 as n “ ‘, uniformly in x g G.1
Clearly, one possibility is to choose f g B to be periodic, whereupon Gn n
Žis a diffraction grating. If also g is chosen to be periodic or quasiperi-n
w x.odic, see, e.g., 18 with the same period, then the diffraction grating
problem can be reduced to one on a single period of the grating. A range
of numerical methods, for example, based on finite elements or integral
equations, are available for such problems. In particular, the integral Eq.
Ž . Ž4.8 reduces to a second kind integral equation on a finite interval a
.single period with continuous kernel and compact integral operator, so
that standard numerical schemes can be applied. Since a variety of
numerical schemes exist to treat the diffraction grating problem, the
approximation of a general surface by a periodic surface of large period
Ž w x.has been common in the engineering literature e.g., 16, 17 . Theorem
4.10 provides a theoretical justification for this approximation.
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